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"Al-Muheet"

 He surrounds everything in His Knowledge, Power, Dominion and Mercy - nothing can
escape Him or hide from Him. All beings are under His Control, He encompasses both

the seen and unseen in His infinite knowledge and Control.

ألُمِحيُط

Reflection: Many of the times when Allah mentions He is Al-Muheet, He links it with His
knowledge encompassing everything, and that helps us because when we are facing a
difficult time, we often feel like no one else knows how hard it is for us. We can feel that
we are alone, overlooked and somehow in the middle of a storm that no one else is even

aware of. So how comforting it is for the believers that Allah tells us that He
encompasses everything by His Knowledge- we are not forgotten, we are not unseen,

and we will never be ultimately defeated by this challenge because Allah, al-Muheet, is in
total control; He has complete awareness, knowledge and power over everything that

exists.
 

So many of our worries are based on fears and expectations of what will happen in the
future, many of which never come to fruition, yet al-Muheet “Allah knows what is

[presently] before them and what will be after them, but they do not encompass it in
knowledge.” (Quran, 20:110)

 
Allah is telling us what we need to know in order to surrender and let go of the need to
know and try to control every aspect of the future- it doesn’t matter if we don’t know! In

fact, our minds and knowledge cannot encompass all of the information - it was not made
to, and we don’t need to, because al-Muheet is in total control and He surrounds

everything with His Knowledge and Might.

AFFIRMATIONS
I am deeply grateful to Allah, al-Muheet (eg
for encompassing me in His Mercy when)...

 
 
 
 
 
 

AYAT
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Living with this Name: Do you ever have any trouble falling asleep on a car on a long
journey? Not if you trust the driver! If you know the person driving knows the way, has

experience of the car and the roads, then you know you can relax and that you don’t
need to watch over them or be tense. You can surrender control. To Allah belong the

highest examples, but this is what is happening in our lives – al-Muheet has
encompassed every aspect of what is going to happen to us or to any oppressors, in
every situation. Outside of what we have been given control over, and what we can

physically and mentally do and prepare for things, we can let go in the knowledge that
nothing escapes Al-Muheet . Let us focus on what we can do, and let our belief and

knowledge of al-Muheet grant us peace about the end results.
 

"I let go of the need to know or control everything about the future, as I know
that Allaah al-Muheet, surrounds everything in His Knowledge and power. I

have patience and security in the face of my challenges because I know Al-
Muheet is in full control and His Knowledge encompasses every one of my

feelings, every one of my challenges and every one of my sacrifices"

ACTION POINTS

Where in your life have you already experienced
this name? have you witnessed a situation
where somebody was doing a wrong and

thought they got away with it, yet al-Muheet
encircled everything they did?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DUAS

What duaa will you ask Allah for, using His
name al-Muheet?
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ACTION POINTS

Is there someone in your life who would benefit
from you surrounding them with more mercy or
compassion? How and when will you do that?

Write your specific words and action.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Is there sin, habit, or mistake that keeps
threatening to call you back in and engulf you?
Don’t let it, and keep turning back to Allah, and

asking al-Muheet to surround you with His
Mercy and guidance, so that you escape the
encompassing fire of hell in the hereafter!

Outline the next steps you can take today, to
make that change

DUAS
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